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DIY FIX LOGITECH+MOUSE 1

The Logitech Mouse Double Click Problem and How
To Fix It!

We’ve long had a love hate relationship with Logitech mice. On the one hand they’re ergonomically designed
and feature the wonderfully useful hyperscroll wheel for sweeping through documents and web pages, but on
the other they suffer from a fundamental fault after a few years of use, when the mouse buttons start to
fail (note that other mice also seem to suffer from the problem, although we’re not sure whether that’s
because they’re OEM models made by the Logitech factory).

Despite our rant four years ago, little seems to have changed, and the other day yet another mouse here, an
 M705, started failing again for the same reason. The symptoms are that the mouse click delivers two clicks
for one press, which can be extremely annoying and renders the mouse unworkable for important tasks. This
time, however, instead of consigning the device to the trash and buying another, we decided to see if we
could solve the situation with a bit of DIY. And the answer is yes!

A quick search on Google revealed that other more intrepid souls had managed to fix their own meeces, and
so we got to work on two ‘dead’ mice lying around in Ferret Towers, a Logitech M705 and an older MX
Revolution. The first thing to note is that the culprit is tiny, a sliver of copper which can’t be worth more than
£0.02p.

The actual spring mechanism is a tiny piece of intricately designed copper (top left in the image above) which
sits inside the black microswitch housing on the right. What seems to happen over time is the copper flattens
out through repeated clicking and once that happens, you start getting unpredictable results and double
clicks etc. To fix the problem, you need to dismantle the mouse, open up the black switch casing and restore
the bends in the copper to the original shape.

It’s hard but not impossible to do. You’ll need a steady pair of hands, patience and a small screwdriver and
thin knife or blade. I fixed the two mice, the first took me 2 hours or so, the second (the M705) one hour. To
be fair, I’m including here a link to the original Overclockers.com forum post I used, where they fixed a
Logitech G7 mouse, so I won’t repeat everything. Just give a quick overview of the task for the M705. Click
on the thumbnails to expand the image. [Update: I have now added this video below, to try and make things a
little easier. Hope it helps.]

Oh and the usual disclaimer: You do this entirely at your own risk, DO NOT attempt it if you’re not at ease
with electronic DIY and we are absolutely not responsible for what happens to your mouse, warranty, lifestyle
or flowerbeds as a result.

The key thing to read and remember by the way is this comment. It is essential that you restore that tiny
curve at the end of the copper mechanism before reinserting it.

Steps. 
1. Unplug and dismantle mouse. You’ll usually find around 5 screws under the rubber feet and/or under
labels. On the M705 they’re as arrowed below.

2. Once they’re removed you just carefully prise the mouse apart, taking care to gently remove the connected
wire from the side.

3. Once open, you’ll see the switch boxes (left and right mouse buttons) in front of you. In most cases the
most common problem will be the left mouse button since that gets used the most.

To remove the switch box cover you’ll need to get a thin blade under the catch on the sides (A), and gently
(careful, they break!) lift the top (B) away from the switch body and upwards to prise it open.

My earlier attempt on the MX Revolution mouse below (easy to scratch the cover getting it off, especially if
you’re clumsy like me, but as long as you dont break the end catches, it’s fine.

4. Once open, you’ll see the copper switch, which you remove with a gentle sideways push to dislodge it from
its position.

5. Now make sure the copper spring switch is flat, but with the nice curve on the middle curved part and a
upward kink at the end as per the forum post above. The copper is very thin and malleable, so be careful,
you can break it with just a bit too much pressure with your finger nail. In fact just a gentle tweak with a
fingernail edge or a pair of tweezers is all you need.

6. To insert the copper spring back, put the front part of the spring back first (A), then gently curve the rear
upwards and slide the whole thing into place under the rear catch.

The thing that confused me the most, until I opened the other switch to compare, is that the spring at point
(A) actually slots into a tiny slot which catches and holds it. The other end just slides under the catch, so it’s
different at both ends. Then the curved bit in the middle (C) slots into another slot in the middle to give the
whole thing some tension. The end result should be that you can press down on point (B) and hear a
distinctive click. If you can’t the thing isn’t installed properly, so you’ll have to keep fiddling until you find the
tension.

See this video to get an idea:

and here’s my close up video of just refitting the copper spring which should also help –

This bit is undoubtedly the most fiddly part of the whole exercise, but once you get it right you’ll not forget for
the next time. If you get stuck, re-read the whole of the above forum post again, all the clues are in there.  If
you lose the spring in error (they do tend to ping away if you’re not careful, you can pick up spare switches
from eBay which should have the same copper spring inside.

7. Finally, reassemble the mouse in the reverse order and give it a test. You’ll be amazed at the fact that the
thing works again properly. I should also mention that the forum post mentions a free software utility called
MouseFix which is supposed to fix the problem with double clicking mice, but it’s very old and there’s no
guarantee that it will work with anything other than Windows XP. Good luck.

Nigel is the managing editor of the Red Ferret, as well as a freelance columnist for the Sunday Times
newspaper in London. Loves tech and fancies himself as a bit of a futurist, but then don’t we all?

Nigel – who has written 6606 posts on The Red Ferret Journal.
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 • Reply •

ThereIveSaidIt • 4 years ago

How about Logitech just acknowledge the problem and fix the damn mice
themselves? They have known about this issue for years because thousands
have complained about it. I went through 2 MX Anywhere mice which both
developed the double click problem after 6 months. After the second one went
bad, Logitech - due to a snafu with their warranty department, sent me TWO
replacements and they have BOTH developed the problem, one after 4
months and one after 6 months. When you buy a Logitech mouse you have to
accept the fact that if you're a medium to heavy user, the mouse is only going
to be good for around 6 months. I believe a class action lawsuit is in order.
8△ ▽

 • Reply •

Germ  • 4 years ago> ThereIveSaidIt

It's taken my G9X two years to start developing the double click bug.
And I'm a heavy user, no life gamer who spends like 14 hours a day
every day on the computer. soooo... Also, Logitech is sending me a
replacement, and I'm just going to fix my G9X, and get a free mouse
from Logitech since it's still under warranty.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Touk • 5 years ago

Love the tutorial, this double clickin was annoying me for quite a while now..
the drag&drop was imposible with it. As many posted before the copper plate
was tricky to put back but once I got it on one button the other one went
smooth. Tyvm!
4△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 5 years agoMod > Touk

Pleasure. :)
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Ayush Saxena  • 5 years ago> Nigel Powell

This tutorial is awesome! Had to fix mine twice in a period of 4
months. Logitech disappoints me.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 5 years agoMod > Ayush Saxena

Yes it's a real shame, because they're awesome mices.
:) Glad we could help.
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

John • 5 years ago

Great tutorial... Watched the video and then had a crack... 20 minutes later
mouse is working great. 
Hardest part was finding the little white switch clicker that dropped on the
carpet :S
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 5 years agoMod > John

Heh, glad to have helped. And yeah, that little white cliker is the single
most annoying thing on this planet. :)
3△ ▽

 • Reply •

Andrew136  • 2 years ago> Nigel Powell

I saw another tip that said to put a piece of electrical tape on
top of the white clicker before popping off the cover, and it
worked like a charm! My mouse's left button feels nice and stiff
now, and after a little bit of testing it seems to be ok again. The
worst part for me was trying to click and drag (either to select
text or to move something) and it would suddenly be like I let go
of the left button and clicked again. Very frustrating. Thanks for
the great video, it was awesome! :-)
△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 4 years agoMod > Guest

Great, glad we could help. :)
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell  • 5 years agoMod

Folks, I've now added a video to the instructions which will hopefully make this
a bit clearer. It's tricky showing all the fiddly bits with a video, especially with
my fat thumbs in the way, but hopefully it will help. You'll find the video above
or at http://youtu.be/V66Cd2Y4IPs . Cheers.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Allison • 6 years ago

Thanks for saving my M305! I don&#039t think its necessary to remove the
copper piece. If I have to do this again I think I&#039ll try to kink the end
without removing it, since it&#039s a b*tch to get to snap back in. I actually
did it by very slightly making the middle curve (C) bigger, since ironically, in
the process of bending the "A" part I flattened that a bit. Then I put the rear
end (opposite of "A") in first, then held the "C" part in its tiny groove, then
nimbly snapped the "A" part into its tiny groove. Anyway, you can avoid all of
that if you can avoid removing the copper piece altogether. And as someone
else said, to replace the copper piece housing, it&#039s easiest to
reassemble upside down: place that tiny white piece in the slot, then put the
whole mouse on top of it.
2△ ▽

 • Reply •

Victor • 3 years ago

My M510 middle mouse wheel is starting to fail. While the scrolling still works
fine, the down-click no longer registers unless I press on the wheel really
hard. Other times it ends up with the double-click problem. For example,
opening and closing new browser tabs I tend to use the middle wheel button
but that's problematic now. I'm also a somewhat frequent gamer so the middle
wheel sees a good bit of use.

Are there any mice you can recommend that's built to last? Logitech clearly
doesn't fit the bill anymore.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

jycg • 4 years ago

Thank-you for putting together this article. Although I did not have to go
through the entire procedure as provided to fix the double-click issue with my
Logitech MX Revolution mouse, it was extremely helpful. Once I had the
mouse disassembled all I had to do was vacuum the dust that was inside the
mouse and use a pair of tweezers to gently and repeatedly press on the
copper plate at both ends to realign and flatten the slightest amount (had to
use a microscope to see what I was doing!).

Tip: To prevent the small rectangular white piece that is inserted in the micro-
switch cover top from falling out when it is removed first attach a piece of
painters masking tape to the top and leave on until the cover is placed back
on the micro-switch. Since painters tape has just a very thin layer of adhesive
the tape will come off very easily after the cover is back on the switch and not
leave any residue on the top of the cover.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Steve B • 5 years ago

God bless you for this, I was just about to throw my mouse through a wall.
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 5 years agoMod > Steve B

Heh, glad you didn't and happy we could help. :)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bergny • 5 years ago

Thank you so much for this tutorial. Saved me from insanity (and some buck)
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 5 years agoMod > Bergny

It's our pleasure. :)
1△ ▽

 • Reply •

paul • 3 months ago

Press the right click button and  
hold-it, turn the mouse off and on, leave the right mouse button pressed 
while clicking on the left click button 5 times Quit pressing the  
right click button and turn the mouse off. Click and hold the right  
mouse button, turn the mouse on and finally release the right mouse  
button.

This always works for me.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Rowan Tan Yi Jie • 6 months ago

see more

Big thumbs up for your efforts and sharing on how to fix.

Lately I have been having this double clicking issue on my 4 years old
Logitech G700s.. and I really love how well it fits my hand thus I'm not willing
to throw it away! So glad that I found this gem and I managed to fix it as the
tutorial stated.

Now it can continue to serve me until it breaks again (then I will fix it again!)

△ ▽

 • Reply •

w.e • 8 months ago

Registered just to thank you for this guide! Managed to follow it until the part
where you put the spring back in. Ended up removing the switch cover for the
other button to see how that was installed to figure it out.

My M705 broke a couple of years back, left button would click but would
immediately release so you couldn't drag. Was going to attempt a repair but
an already-cheap mouse and keyboard combo went on sale for really cheap
so i got that instead. Replacement mouse now broke as well, left button would
spontaneously release then re-click while pressed down which is particularly
nasty since files and folders could be accidentally moved! Was thinking of
getting yet another new mouse but thought might as well attempt a repair.
Repaired button doesn't feel quite the same as the other one, but it works.
Thanks!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

peters • a year ago

thank you. 
i have broken a one of the little wing" of the copper spring of the right clic
when i was trying to fix the blending.  
I change the left copper spring to the right and now is perfect, and the right
also works cause in the right only need a clic not mantein clicking like left. 
Whose not trying to fix the mouse, my advise, change for the right and thats
all,  
in my case, i could do the left click but the double and manteing not. 
Thank you for the tutorial, really usefull
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Christoph • 2 years ago

thx so much for this tutorial, it seems my mouse is fixed now again. :-)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Spike Gold • 2 years ago

Thank you so much for the breakdown! Every other tutorial totally stepped
over the most important part, fixing the damn spring. The part that's supposed
to be bend down was bend up when I opened the switch. No wonder I wasn't
able to put the spring back in place.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

David Paruk • 2 years ago

Worked for me G600. First time it wasn't right and wouldn't click so i tried
again and 2nd time was the charm. 1 hour total time. Thanks.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bob Neuendorf • 2 years ago

I tried to fix the switch, but then saw it was only like $5 for 10 switches on
Ebay and wondered why was I trying to fix this thing? After receiving the
switches in the mail, it only took 10 seconds to rip the old one out and put in
the new one. Okay...maybe a bit longer because I literally had to rip the old
one out as it was soldered under the wafer board. :-)  
Great instructions. I would have never figured this out without seeing this post!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bob Neuendorf • 2 years ago

Just found this site when my left mouse button started double-clicking on a
single click after about 2 years of use. This issue is really bad when playing
Jack Nicklaus Perfect Golf! Thought I should post since it looks like its been
awhile since the last one! Thanks for the article and the video!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Walter Gray • 2 years ago

I went through the whole repair on my G500, and now the buttons work fine
but the mouse no longer tracks and the sensitivity LED blinks constantly!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

George Vieira IV • 2 years ago

Thanks, this helped me fix my G700, particularly the part where you reinstall
the spring and have to push the middle curved part down, into place. That
step was not obvious to me.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

david • 3 years ago

my m705 have same double click problem. however, the switch looks different
that i'm not able to open it.

△ ▽

 • Reply •

Alex Shvonder  • 2 years ago> david

You must pry on the bottom of this green "ear" with tiny needle.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

david  • 2 years ago> Alex Shvonder

finally, i replaced the entire switch.

1△ ▽

 • Reply •

snoglydox • 3 years ago

I would suggest people just remove the batteries, hold down the buttons for a
few seconds, reinstall the batteries, and try again, before disassembling the
mouse. All mechanical switches double and even quadruple "click," even your
light switch; it just happens so fast you can't see it. The issue is likely a
debounce capacitor that maybe going bad, and/or needs discharging.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

George Vieira IV  • 2 years ago> snoglydox

That is a possible issue (and a great first step), however I replaced my
spring with one from another mouse (and a button that was not used
often). The difference in the rear spring angle between the old spring
and the new one is obvious. Also replacing it fixed my problem entirely
;)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Sam • 3 years ago

Another easy way is to place small bits of electrical tape on the actuator that
presses the white button eliminating have to take the switch itself apart to get
to the copper contact.  
I also found discharging the static electricity by unplugging and taking the
batteries out and clicking both buttons back and forth for about a minute
actually works when it first starts acting up.

You are right in that after a while that copper contact looses its shape and can
be re-bent.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Thomas Hayes • 3 years ago

Very helpful, thanks Nigel. Just FYI though you should fix your URL permalink
structure and better SEO optimize your article so that more people can find it
through search. It's a great, helpful guide. Thanks again!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 3 years agoMod > Thomas Hayes

Thanks Thomas, I have been thinking about doing that, but worried
about past archives. :)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Diego Junco • 3 years ago

Thanks for the tutorial man. I was able to fix my G600 just following your
instructions :D
△ ▽

 • Reply •

NoSpam • 3 years ago

Between this and the battery replacement how-tos maybe I'll be able to keep
my original MX Lasers going forever...Logitech still hasn't made a better
mouse.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Thisisanalias • 3 years ago

Thanks so much! Helps a lot to have a working mouse back when I need to
write up a PhD thesis (spreadsheets, figures etc.)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Bastet BKG • 3 years ago

Hi,thank you!!! :) i repaired my mouse :)  
I used small pin to open the little black box (i was afraid i will cut something
with razor blade,like idk my finger or something :) pin it slightly enlarged the
area before the lock opened. 
greets and thank you again :)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

S4A4 • 4 years ago

Thank you! Worked perfectly.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Богдан Кузьміч • 4 years ago

Thank you, 15 minutes, and the half year problem is gone!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 4 years agoMod > Богдан Кузьміч

Pleasure. :)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

and1 • 4 years ago

your tutorial is super helpful, my logitech G600 start having that damned weak
spring problem, exactly two month after the warranty end, i've been thinking to
buy a new one but this tutorial really save my pocket
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nguyen • 4 years ago

Thanks a bunch. Really fix my G700 mouse.
△ ▽

 • Reply •

kparal • 4 years ago

I just fixed my Logitech M705 according to this article. Thank you very much!
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Nigel Powell   • 4 years agoMod > kparal

Pleasure. :)
△ ▽

 • Reply •

Mike • 4 years ago

Thanks for the information. I fixed my 2-1/2 year old Logitech MX Anywhere
using your method. Works great now!
△ ▽
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Bob Neuendorf January 16, 2017 10:01:00 pm

Just found this site when my left mouse button started double-clicking on a single click
after about 2 years of use. This issue is really bad when playing Jack Nicklaus Perfect
Golf! Thought I should post since it looks like its been awhile since the last one! Thanks for the article
and the video!

Bob Neuendorf February 03, 2017 12:40:00 am

I tried to fix the switch, but then saw it was only like $5 for 10 switches on Ebay and
wondered why was I trying to fix this thing? After receiving the switches in the mail, it only
took 10 seconds to rip the old one out and put in the new one. Okay…maybe a bit longer because I
literally had to rip the old one out as it was soldered under the wafer board. :-) 
Great instructions. I would have never figured this out without seeing this post!

David Paruk March 17, 2017 1:35:00 am

Worked for me G600. First time it wasn’t right and wouldn’t click so i tried again and 2nd
time was the charm. 1 hour total time. Thanks.

Spike Gold June 02, 2017 5:41:00 pm

Thank you so much for the breakdown! Every other tutorial totally stepped over the most
important part, fixing the damn spring. The part that’s supposed to be bend down was
bend up when I opened the switch. No wonder I wasn’t able to put the spring back in place.

Christoph June 10, 2017 12:27:00 pm

thx so much for this tutorial, it seems my mouse is fixed now again. :-)

peters September 25, 2017 6:05:00 pm

thank you
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